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HE JING

We know that research is a crucial component

HJ

What is particularly striking in your creation is the

of your practice. Your works feature numerous historical,

fusion of time parameters. The art historian Amelia

cultural and scientific references thanks to which you

Barikin sees your work, which integrates art, science

are able to construct an iconographic universe that is

and epistemology, as inducing a “historical giddiness.”

particular to each project.

LG

While my work exists within the framework of a

LAURENT GRASSO I work somewhat like a movie director.

formal artistic practice, the issues it investigates concern

I direct exhibitions, films, and objects by collaborating with

the contemporary human being. I view my practice as a

a team, I do research and write a scenario that I develop

tool to understand the world, to ask certain questions

through a system. In any given exhibition, space, acoustics,

and seek answers to them. I often rely on historical and

light and sensations are all taken into account. I create a

scientific documentary investigations in order to switch

fiction based on references that I organize. Sometimes, I

to a fictional angle, which nonetheless remains rooted in

combine historical objects, or books, and I create works

the realm of possibility. SolarWind (2009), for instance,

that seem to be reference objects; their creation process

which is about solar storms, is very clear in this regard,

and their status render them very ambiguous. For instance,

as it is about an ancient topic that has become a real

part of my catalog, titled “Ghost Machines”, is dedicated

threat nowadays.

to an entire series of objects that seem to have a scientific

What I find interesting is a certain hyperrealism of

quality about them, but whose functioning cannot be

phenomena—a hyperrealism that is neither in the painting

grasped. At the Palais de Tokyo, I presented an installation

nor in the form, but in the belief in the phenomena we

titled Haarp (2009), which was the reconstitution of an

deal with, and in the reality thereof. Fiction, in my work,

antennae complex inspired by the American research base

relies on something that exists already. Rather than

in Gakona, Alaska. As these antennas were linked by cables

the creation of fables, I see it as a game with existing

on the ground, viewers wondered whether they were

phenomena that I amplify and distort by constructing an

active. There is a widespread folk belief in the capacity of

array of sophisticated combinations of signs, sensations

this base to control the climate and keep popular masses

and information. As a background to my work, I try

at a distance. I try to engineer a disturbing situation by

to build an entire body of investigations and allusions

creating a state of uncertainty regarding the work.

relative to time and history; for this reason, what I do
is neither pure representation nor pure pastiche, but
rather aims to generate a dizziness through the doubts
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it provokes within the viewer. On the whole, there is a
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kind of equilibrium between very “rational” matters, such
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independent and subjective situation.

左：
展览“类博物馆”现场
2016年
科西嘉阿雅克肖美术馆
Left：
View of "PARAMUSEUM"
2016
Palais Fesch - Musée des Beaux-Arts, Ajaccio, France
Courtesy Galerie Perrotin and the artist
© Laurent Grasso / ADAGP, Paris, 2016
PHOTO: Claire Dorn

右：
展览“爱丽舍宫”现场
2016年
香港马凌画廊
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Right：
View of "Elysée"
2016
Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong
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Courtesy Edouard Malingue Gallery and the artist
© Laurent Grasso / ADAGP, Paris, 2016
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HJ Another interesting aspect of your exhibition is how

HJ
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it simultaneously includes both conceptual and sensory

part of a so-called “art and culture economics.”
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dimensions. Although you often start off from a conceptual
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core, the outcome is a nearly immersive environment, a
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poetic and even mysterious universe.

important for artists to take advantage of the market’s
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who has no independence and finds himself dominated

Jeu de Paume exhibition space became unrecognizable

without offering any resistance. In my opinion, a good

to those familiar with the place. Therefore, every time,

artist can do good things anywhere. His role is also to

I attempt to bring about accelerations and oscillations

preserve his freedom and to organize his studio and

in the knowledge we might have of a certain thing to

communications in order to impose the outcome of his

create a tension, a state of uncertainty. My work often

research on the constraints of a certain context.

points out, inventing an apparatus gives one the capacity
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more interesting perception of reality. For instance, the

and exists within several dimensions. As Giorgio Agamben
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靕墰艊墡慘咇飨倀唻

go hand in hand with the total submission of the artist,

dimension to it.
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is that the situations of art exploitation that we described

distancing movements and thereby grant the viewer a

really something else. At the very least, there is another
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what is present and what we think we see, to generate

Courtesy Galerie Chez Valentin, Galerie Perrotin, Sean Kelly Gallery and Edouard Malingue Gallery
© Laurent Grasso / ADAGP, Paris, 2016
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by fighting it, so as to bend it to his intentions. The issue

HJ The apparatus (le dispositif) is essential to your work,
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I think an artist should be able to cope with any context

exhibition should be like. I aim to create a gap between

it, we think we understand it, but in the last analysis it’s
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are attempts to manipulate people’s ideas on what an

revolves around this questioning: we think we know about
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completely independent way. It is also true that nowadays,

Uraniborg, 2012, 16 mm film transferred 15 min 48 sec, looped
View of "Uraniborg", Jeu de Paume, Paris, 2012, Musée d'art contemporain, Montréal, 2013
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Several of my exhibitions, such as “Uraniborg,”

《乌兰尼堡》，2012年，16毫米电影，15分48秒，循环播放
展览“乌兰尼堡”现场，巴黎国立网球场现代美术馆（2012年），蒙特利尔当代美术馆（2013年）
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This idea of an economics is interesting. It is also

dynamism to finance their own projects, and to think in a
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In China, “entertainment art” is quite pervasive, as
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This being said, I don’t want to confine myself to a

to capture, to channel and to determine various things.

continuous reinterpretation of reality. I want to create

In your work, however, the apparatus often leads one to

stranger, less familiar forms. This agrees with the idea that

a state of ambiguity, upheaval and indecision.

the artist should be more than a mere decorator, at the
service of social or cultural mechanisms. What I want is to

LG I am interested in the notion of the apparatus within

create objects that will give rise to more questions than

society, in the listening and surveillance apparatuses

those we normally ask the artist. Society pigeonholes the

analyzed by Foucault, in control devices. Contrary to

artist into a marginal category: he comes last, to decorate

these constraining apparatuses, I create my own control

public space, domestic space or exhibition space. The

instrument, while preserving space for interpretation. I

role assigned to him is tinged with something akin to

like open systems, which often displeases people.

entertainment, which precludes a strong involvement

I think that eventually, one must come to terms

within society. But all in all, while the artist may find

with the emergence of a system. The development of

himself used by more powerful people to further their

an idea is a very abstract cognitive process that cannot

own ends, this isn’t such a widespread situation.

be an object of total analysis. Artistic work must remain

屟㩴㬅艊鈇夌︑蓜㛌贋鍊嶗杶㛌屟㔃㛀艊懲羮艊薶桹錫鲋慘

beyond the reach of analysis. It must contain a tension,

閔僨慽謾嬁閼䯖貶姉㛫㫤桹詆侳艊趼㒂︑

a resistance that cannot be translated into a simple
equation. The artist’s role is also to create objects that

左：展览“乌兰尼堡”现场
巴黎网球场国立美术馆(2012年)
蒙特利尔当代艺术博物馆(2013年)

may be slightly magical, and embrace a certain mystery.
I think artistic intelligence relies on its own resources. It

酽蟢浧欫跏詵︒酽蟢䎴㒉嶗䏭蠩︑

Left: View of “Uraniborg”
2012
Jeu de Paume, Paris, 2012
Musée d'art contemporain, Montréal, 2013
Courtesy Galerie Chez Valentin, Galerie Perrotin,
Sean Kelly Gallery and Edouard Malingue Gallery
© Laurent Grasso / ADAGP, Paris, 2016

on mere references. Art has its own logic. Naturally, the
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easy way is to give tools for interpretation to the persons
who will promote your work, thereby satisfying their own

展览“黑色的太阳”现场
2015年
东京爱马仕基金会
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Installation view of “Soleil Noir”
2015
Fondation d’entreprise Hermès, Tokyo
Courtesy Fondation d’entreprise Hermès, Edouard
Malingue Gallery
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PHOTO: Nacása & Partners Inc.
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must be an invented system, instead of one that relies
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thirst for prestige. But by so doing, one might attract
viewers with whatever was said about the work, and yet
not make them feel anything when standing in front of
it; that would mean the PR was more sophisticated than
the work itself.
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You often use the adjective “magical”. What does

it mean to you?

thoughts, as if this camera that floats above his head
was capturing all these thoughts in real time. I indeed
have the objective to focus on atmospheres, contexts,

LG

I think the role of the artist is to draw inspiration

objects, and sceneries rather than on figures, but that’s

from new theories, to stand at the crossroads of various

always in order to talk about what people experience.

fields of research and grant others new intuitions. I speak

It’s as if I were recomposing sceneries so that one could

of magic because nowadays, there aren’t many fascinating

walk through them, but without any companion. All is

things left. I am also partly influenced by a belief—namely

all, the spectator is quite alone.

that an object may have, at a specific moment, its own
existence and its own energy. That was actually the topic

HJ

of my recent exhibition at the Palais Fesch in Ajaccio,

they are often the result of the transformation of a

where I focused on the political and religious portraits

conceptual or historical scenario.

Objects are indeed crucial to your work. Like images,

from the museum’s collection. What I find interesting

《沉默的电影》
2010年
16毫米电影，23分27秒，循环播放
The Silent Movie
2010
16mm film transferred, 23 min 27 sec,
looped
Courtesy Galerie Chez Valentin,
Galerie Perrotin and Sean Kelly Gallery
© Laurent Grasso / ADAGP, Paris, 2016

is the quasi-autonomous existence of the portrait, and

LG

the way every gaze can successfully engage us. Such is

many. I keep few things and am not much of a collector.

the case in Élysée(2016). I tend to capture the energy of

An object has the life we want to give it. It becomes

a place and the memory of objects using shots that put

meaningful thanks to an entire matrix of projections

the spectator into a certain state of hypnosis. In my films,

and beliefs that we transfer onto it. What is fascinating

music is also important. It contributes to the tension of

is when the object is meaningful in a more universal

the place to make it speak, to make it breathe, like the

way, due to a shared belief. My first photos dealt with

bunkers in Silent Movie (2010).

this question. I photographed several people praying in

I am interested in objects, and yet I don’t own

churches in order to grasp the conditioning of attitudes
HJ

右：
《爱丽舍宫》
2016年
35毫米电影，16分29秒，循环播放
配乐由尼古拉斯·戈顿创作

The human figure doesn’t often appear in your

depending on the place, and how objects radiated onto

films. Does this absence reflect your desire to spotlight

these bodies. The fantasy remains that at a certain point,

the presence of objects?

the object may have an autonomous radiance, and that
a person may grow interested in it because parameters

LG

Right:
Élysée
2016
35 mm film, 16 min 29 sec, looped
Courtesy Edouard Malingue Gallery,
Galerie Perrotin and the artist
© Laurent Grasso / ADAGP, Paris, 2016

It is true that in Satellite, I filmed Carole Bouquet

have been slightly modified. This is the point at which

from a very close range, like I would have done with an

the hyperrealistic vision that I mentioned previously is

object. In Tout est possible, I filmed a boy in the streets

reactivated.

of Casablanca, and it looks as if one had access to his
080
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From Silent Movie to Elysée, there remains the

LG I try not to tackle current affairs directly. The figure of

continuous issue of the power of images, which blends

the politically engaged artist is a mendacious one, in that

together observation and surveillance. What strikes one

such an artist often uses the aesthetics of commitment for

is that the images you show are peaceful, and yet there is

the sake of his own career. That is precisely the situation in

a certain feel of power and invisible violence about them.

which the notion of artistic intelligence acquires new value
and meaning. Creating a system doesn’t mean creating

LG

One might say I seek micro-situations, particular

a mere system of messages. The purpose of a work is to

generators of fiction that bring together beliefs and

create a situation that provides food for thought. The

historical traces. In Japan, I investigated the ancient idea

transformation of an artist into a journalist or an activist

according to which signs of an extraterrestrial presence can

isn’t interesting to me.

be detected in art history, and I reproduced these elements
to replace them in other contexts. The magnetic storms

HJ

in SolarWind are little-known phenomena that fascinate

worldview is neither modern nor postmodern—indeed,

Your works feature a plural temporality. This

people. The same applies to Haarp: the installation reveals

to quote Bruno Latour, “We have never been modern.”

a novel and threatening apparatus, in that it requires

How do you deal with the idea of contemporaneity?

something invisible, which is the presence of an electric
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LG According to certain scientific theories, time can be a

build is metaphors of a world that evades us, and in which

cultural factor. The notion of contemporaneity is treated

invisible energies are at work. My scenarios may take the

in different ways, which multiplies possibilities. I think this

shape of an aesthetic system related to power, like in my

is a promising domain, and that we will soon be able to

film Elysée, or of an electrical system, like in Haarp. The

create devices to manipulate time. In a way, they already

same goes for surveillance devices, like the prison system,

exist. Applications of certain theories, such as the string

or even cinema, which to me is of course an instrument

or the quantum theories, are starting to appear; and the

of control and one of consciousness modification. I find

theories devoid of applications hold an enormous power

all of this extremely fascinating. Through my work and

when you manage to understand them a little, and allow

the exhibitions I design, I try to hijack and deconstruct

you to see the world differently.

these systems.

(The original conversation was in French. Translation from
French to English by Dorian Davé)

HJ

This invisible danger originates from the natural

world, but also from culture and society. A possible
European collapse, political tensions, or the climate crisis,
all point to an underlying danger, an invisible menace.
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current in the ionosphere. All things considered, what I

《黑色的太阳》
2014年
16毫米电影，循环播放，11分40秒
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